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I am inclined to be sparing with words of congratulations, advice, and challenge to this year's college graduates for you hear more than enough of them of commencement time, and you are eager to turn from words to action.

From early childhood, for the most part, the classroom has been your world. Now the world becomes your classroom. The education you have gained as far as it is precious capital. As you invest it in the service of mankind, it will continue to grow and pay you rich dividends.

Your opportunities for service and achievement are wide. For the first time in your lifetime, the world is on the threshold of an era of lasting peace. The United States is active with the forces of a profound renewal — social, economic, political — and reaching for new possibilities in the third century of independence.

The coming age will belong to you. America is grateful for what you are, and much in need of what you can become. I wish you Godspeed on the great adventure that lies ahead.

Successes of the USGA Reviewed for This Year

By DAVID OCHOCKI

Open dorms was the main topic of discussion at the last Student Government meeting held by the administration for next semester. The possibility of extending open dorms to both weekend nights for both men and women was discussed. A motion was made and unanimously passed which called for the opening of all dormitories on every Friday and Saturday night of the Fall semester. Subsequently, Zimmerman and Vice-President Jeff Higgins and Kathy Flano discussed the matter with President Pettit. Dr. Pettit said that the final say on the matter belongs to the Board of Directors of the college. However, he expressed little optimism on the matter. He claimed that the main object of the Group W movement was the main topic of discussion at the last Student Government meeting held by the administration for next semester. A motion was made and unanimously passed which called for the opening of all dormitories on every Friday and Saturday night of the Fall semester.

Chapter Scholars Selected

By ELISIE VAN WAGONER

The members of the Ursinus faculty who belong to the national honorary fraternity Phi Beta Kappa constitute a club known as The Chapter since a chapter of Phi Beta Kappa has not been initiated at Ursinus yet. This faculty committee meets annually to select those seniors who they feel would be qualified to join Phi Beta Kappa. Since this honor cannot be conferred on them, those students who have shown depth and breadth of scholarship—that is, academic excellence not only in their majors but in a variety of subjects—are awarded the title of Chapter Scholars.

This year's Chapter Scholars include: Kathleen Erb, biology major from Glen Ridge, Pa.; Jan Foreman, physics major from Ephrata, Pa.; Deborah Henning, German major from Allentown, Pa.; Donald Hess, chemistry major attending medical school after completing junior year at Ursinus from Reading, Pa.; Christa Irene Krehmehl, German major from Lansdale, Pa.; Pamela Miehle, German major from Media, Pa.; Linda Mills, biology major from Drexel Hill, Pa.; Gordon Oatreme, biology major attending medical school after completing junior year at Ursinus from Woodstown, N.J.; Laura Pascale, chemistry major from Frederick, Pa.; David Whitten, French major from Meadowbrook, Pa.; and Kathleen Young, math major from Malvern, Pa.

On May 18, the Chapter had a dinner for its scholars in order to give them proper recognition.

Rod MacLeish, prominent radio-television commentator will be the commencement speaker at Ursinus College, June 3, addressing a class of approximately 276 graduating seniors.

Mr. MacLeish was born in Bryn Mawr, Pennsylvania, the son of Norman MacLeish, the painter, and the nephew of the poet Archibald MacLeish. He attended St. George's School in Newport, The Art Institute of Chicago, and the University of Chicago. A facility in languages has enabled him to learn Russian, French, German, Spanish and Danish plus some Mandarin Chinese, Swedish and Polish.

A resident of Washington, D.C., Mr. MacLeish was Washington bureau chief of Westinghouse Broadcasting Company (Group W) before becoming an incitive commentator on human events both in the United States and world-wide. His commentaries have covered a wide range of topics, from the Middle East, Vietnam and American politics to the joys of classical music. He has a penchant, however, for analyzing social change in America both succinctly and poetically.

He organized the Group W Foreign News Service in 1959, served as its chief for seven years and is the author of five books. A native of Pocono, The Susquehanna Still and The Guilty Bystander, American politics will provide the focus for his next work.

Dean's Office Names Top U C Graduates

Two Ursinus seniors from suburban Philadelphia were named top graduates by Dean Richard G. Brohardt.

David S. Whitten, valedictorian, and Kathleen A. Young, salutatorian, will be graduated summa cum laude, the highest honor classification, at commencement exercises June 3, 1973. Whitten, son of Mr. and Mrs. David R. Whitten, 1290 George Road, Meadowbrook, will receive a...
**EDITORIAL**

**John T. Fidler**

Left, Right, or In-Between

A short article in the most recent number of Harper's Magazine presents some new theories about the old left versus right routine, with an emphasis on cultural aspects of our lives rather than merely showing a politically dyed scene with Hitler as the representative of the right and Marx as the member of the left. The writer of the article is director of the American Political Research Corporation, therefore real, stating the breakdown of the differences between the Elite Liberals and the so-called New Majority. This majority is supposedly endorsed and led by Mr. Nixon, who, with the best interests of his country in mind, makes sure that the best in culture is seen in and supported by the White House.

I suppose we can all ask ourselves which newspaper we prefer: The New York Times or the Nashville Banner; which car we would rather drive, a Volvo or a Cadillac; and which actor we might choose as our favorite, Marlon Brando or Mickey Rooney. The simple choices are set up for us by the writer. (In case you want for the sake of argument, we'll call it a first date for a couple, and it would seem likely that in this context, the man would be expected to do a bit more of the talking.)

Liberals, I can't help thinking that to make political choices for the young people, who have become increasingly disillusioned with politicians, seems to be a charitable thing to do. As eagerly as I read the article by Kevin Phillips and happily found my choices lying within the realm of the Elite Liberals, I can't help thinking that to make political choices for the young people, who have become increasingly disillusioned with politicians, seems to be a charitable thing to do. (I.e. College Scholars).

In his opinion, Phillips states that there are many seniors just as desirous of the privilege of this institution as Sigma Rho Lambda. Upon graduation, he plans either to attend law school or to begin a career in business.

Ed's first comments were direct and to the point. "I feel that there are many seniors just as desirous of the privilege of this institution as Sigma Rho Lambda. Upon graduation, he plans either to attend law school or to begin a career in business."

"How much longer do Ursinus students have to be on campus?" Ed asked. "Open dorms should be written into the required courses and requirements of independent study program (i.e. College Scholars). "The student seems to have a reasonable facsimile to a downtown packing house," said Ed. Compliant that he would not have been able to get in the Scholastic programs because his grades were not as high as I thought they were. He said that he had planned to do a literature dissertation on the subject of popular music. "The course work, he concluded, is not as important since there is not as much exposure to the different sub-cultures and the different sub-cultures do not hold much meaning or value for them."

Ed sees Ursinus as falling into three factions academically: athletic, political, and social. "Technology lies in the sciences but the real thinkers lie in the humanities," he said. "The political science majors are in a minority. They take a crawfish to your mind, because you want to learn, they'll teach you."

Ed had several complaints concerning the athletic program here. "For the material that we have prepared for the Senior class, good sport, many students drop our courses because they are not as meaningful or valuable as sports."

"I am also sick and tired of women having to tip over men on the Weekly sports page," he continued. "That is a severe injustice. Even though many women have received national recognition and participated in more internationals, administrators have stressed the fact that we are not as dominant as we once were. The new breed of college students tend to be more individualistic. They don't need anything to satisfy their needs such as small group behavior."

As a member of Sigma Rho, Ed has found great satisfaction. "Big Rho has been quite helpful in helping me to prepare for the future, including Art and History and Economics."

Ed voiced the opinion of most male students concerning open dorms when he asked, "How much longer do Ursinus students have to be on campus?" Ed asked. "Open dorms should be written into the rules and customs of the college. There's no reason why we shouldn't have them both on Friday and Saturday from 7:00 P.M. to 1:00 A.M. Urtarka's not following the trend of American college students in general." Ed also feels that Ursinus is maintaining the ideological standard by insisting on its rigid regulative structure. "I would like to know the difference between an eighteen year old male and an eighteen year old female concerning hours," he said and playfully added, "Attention Ursinus ladies: this is the twentieth century and a political science major from Cherry Hill, a member of the Cub and Key and the National Honor Society."

A "small college was the right decision for me. I maintain a lot of friendships here."

Ed had good things to say about his college. "The university has become quite a different place from when I first came to college," he remarked. "We've seen some extreme and beneficial changes."

As eagerly as I read the article by Kevin Phillips and happily found my choices lying within the realm of the Elite Liberals, I can't help thinking that to make political choices for the young people, who have become increasingly disillusioned with politicians, seems to be a charitable thing to do. (I.e. College Scholars)."

By FRID REISS

Marxkovich was on first, Rut- lerd on second, and Dew- is on third. We played two up next. I picked my Mickey needle points and it was a superb occasion. Dew was peddling as fast as she could, the bike was swinging from side to side, I had to step it up to the training wheels. Gabriel was coming up on my right.

When Cindy saw me, she yelled, "Yo, you're coming home right now?"

"No, you're coming home right now."

"But I'm up next. I'll come home after you.

"If you don't come home now, I'll yell at you that you should come home.

At that moment, I landed my right racket right on her heart. I never knew what hit her. My philosophy was: "When in doubt, hit the hardest known to man."

"Now I'm gonna tell you something."

My sister was up for about three mini- mals. Her time was almost a real student protest. That year ended in despair. She would never swing, unless the pitcher threw a perfect strike. She was feisty.

I looked down the street that ran right between me and the dorm. I could see her scared. My sister was riding towards the field. Any time my father was still calling me, our field was about three blocks away. There was no sign of a mother's dinner call. I decided to remain silent and wait for her to comply. It was all over in a matter of minutes.

Dew was up for about three minutes. Her time was almost a real student protest. That year ended in despair. She would never swing, unless the pitcher threw a perfect strike. She was feisty.

I looked down the street that ran right between me and the dorm. I could see her scared. My sister was riding towards the field. Any time my father was still calling me, our field was about three blocks away. There was no sign of a mother's dinner call. I decided to remain silent and wait for her to comply. It was all over in a matter of minutes.

Dew was up for about three minutes. Her time was almost a real student protest. That year ended in despair. She would never swing, unless the pitcher threw a perfect strike. She was feisty.

I looked down the street that ran right between me and the dorm. I could see her scared. My sister was riding towards the field. Any time my father was still calling me, our field was about three blocks away. There was no sign of a mother's dinner call. I decided to remain silent and wait for her to comply. It was all over in a matter of minutes.

Dew was up for about three minutes. Her time was almost a real student protest. That year ended in despair. She would never swing, unless the pitcher threw a perfect strike. She was feisty.

I looked down the street that ran right between me and the dorm. I could see her scared. My sister was riding towards the field. Any time my father was still calling me, our field was about three blocks away. There was no sign of a mother's dinner call. I decided to remain silent and wait for her to comply. It was all over in a matter of minutes.

Dew was up for about three minutes. Her time was almost a real student protest. That year ended in despair. She would never swing, unless the pitcher threw a perfect strike. She was feisty.

I looked down the street that ran right between me and the dorm. I could see her scared. My sister was riding towards the field. Any time my father was still calling me, our field was about three blocks away. There was no sign of a mother's dinner call. I decided to remain silent and wait for her to comply. It was all over in a matter of minutes.
The Bears had an opportunity to end a baseball season with a better than 500 record; but the visions of a 500 vanished as Eastern pounds the Bears on the final day of the season. The score of the game was 10-4. Jim Moser was credited with the loss and his record for the year was 4-7. The Bears did score four runs due to the hitting of capturing Steve Long, who for his second year in a row, led the Bears in batting, and Steve "Klu" who rapped out three hits and ended his last year with a fine 325 batting average. The long winning streak to come to an abrupt end and caused the team’s record in the MAC to slip to 6 wins and 3 losses. That is the best record the team has had in the MAC since the 1949 season. Congratulations, Bears!

The Bears are losing some good ballplayers this year due to the fact that some will be graduating. The writer hopes that statement is not too optimistic. But, an examination of this past year’s team reveals that many good players will be back. Full credit goes to the captain Steve Long—he has perhaps the finest coach of any UC player in last year’s contest. Kevin O’Connor who this winter became the MAC baseball team’s ed Downey— he is a former MVP and always managed to pull them through. Steve “Klu” who was on base this season more than Pete Rose was when playing for the Reds in 1971. And Jim Moser, who had problems pitching this year, to say the least, but performed very well for UC in his four years.

This past season had its highlights and its disappointments; but, such is college ball. This writer hopes that the team can improve on its 9-10 record next year; but without such players as Long and O’Connor it may be very difficult.

Successes of the USGA

(Continued from Page 1, Col. 2) service was improved and several bullets were sponsored. Numerous minor improvements of the campus and to campus life were achieved. Things are often taken for granted like mail service and washing facilities were the subject of U.S.G.A. Meetings. The U.S.G.A. was particularly effective in offering monetary assistance to other campus groups or events. Festival of Arts, movies in Wissner, Loralei, the CCC, the Ruby and Travel TV were all sponsored by the students of Student Government money. The U.S.G.A. would like to thank the Weekly for its outstanding coverage of this semester. Also to be thanked are the many individuals whose complaints and suggestions contributed to the success of the Auxiliary. It is an affiliate of the Auxiliary, and an active participant in the Campus Life Committee. A fall team is in the process of being organized for next year. This would enable the team to play approximately 4 or 5 matches along with a complete spring season.

The success of the program was in large part due to the interest of the students who participated. The single-elimination tournament ended several weeks ago with an immediate match between two well organized and talented teams. The winning team, Drexel, and the second-placed team, Ursinus, had won many for this year's success. The freshmen from "Beardwood" brought the competition to the campus. They were aided by the scripture combination of Lou Freyberger, and Karin Crandall. Also contributed to the Ursinus contingent was Diane Fowler and coming through with big wins in the Middle Atlantic "Pope," Pius X, and the Catholic University. It was a team effort for both sides and only in the last few weeks did the Blue Devils come from behind to win it. A satisfying response and enthusiasm generated from this tournament will hopefully promote more of such activities.
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Ursinus Golf Season is Second of Underclassmen

By BOB SIMPSON

The youthful Ursinus College golf team began its 1973 season with only one familiar face returning from last year. This was the shining converse of sophisticated Scott "Hairpie" Rhoades whose skills and amazing leadership inspired freshmen rookies Jack Motz, Bob Simpson, and Dave "Bag Man" Buck, as well as juniors John Law
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KILT KLAD’S COMMENT:

Spring Sports End

On Encouraging Note

By SUSAN PETERSEN, RUTHANN CONNELL, and HELEN LUDWIG

Varsity and junior varsity sport

teams have ended their sea

tions this week on an encouraging note.

The varisty wound up the sea

son with a record of three wins and three losses. This past week the team played well together and beat Trenton State, 7-3, and Penn State, 16-1. Senior L.K. Connell fillled in well for the injured Eva Morgan and came up with several hits. Older seniors whose ability will be missed in the field and at the plate are: catcher Janet Grebbo, first baseman Beth Anderson, center-field

er Carol Bishop, and short center-fielder Carolyn (Gook) Fegely. Another important senior is manager Allen Motten who deserves special thanks. However, coach Gale Pel

man can laud the team’s record for its good year in ’74 with the return of such capable players as Claudia Bloom, left-fielder Eva Morgan, and right-fielder Beth Dyl

The junior varsity this year was mostly young, but who learned a lot and had a good experience playing baseball. With a record of one win, four losses, and one tie the j.v. looked better and better as the season progressed. Contributing to several impressive performances by the j.v. was the "super-glove" of Diane Fowler, heads-up first baseman Carolyn (Gook) Fegely. Another important senior is manager Alice Fleischman, thus nobody was Thie;

EFFICE
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Volleyball Intramurals

By SUSAN PETERSEN

In addition to the always heralded varsity players, Ursinus has many people who enjoy sports as a hobby. Those people participate in intramural competition. One of the most successful intramural programs was girls volleyball.

For this reason and because of the lack of talent, the team managed to lose most of its early meets. The top four players: Rhoades, McNamara, Motz, and Simpson traveled to the Middle Atlantic Conference Championships held at Hidden Springs Country Club. The team vainly attempted to rectify the situa
tion and managed only a disappointing 0-5 record. Nevertheless, Bill McNamara led the Ursinus scoring but didn’t place in the top 10.

After this embarrassment the varsity team participated in a couple of golfing greats by losing a heartbreaker to Franklin and Marshall by only 5 strokes. They then set the Allbright and Moravian with the help of tournament captain Scott Rhoades. The ups of the season were the final meet when Ursinus missed beating a strong Drexel University team by a mere 3 strokes. Fresh Jack Motz turned the year’s score of 72 at the Limerick links.

The team split into the squad which it is hoped will carry over into next year. And with a new coach set to fill the vacant spot of Bill McNamara and continued fan support from the "Popes," Zeta Chi, and females gurus, Ursinus should and will vie for the Middle Atlantic Conference Championship next year.
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Volleyball Intramurals

By SUSAN PETERSEN

In addition to the always heralded varsity players, Ursinus has many people who enjoy sports as a hobby. Those people participate in intramural competition. One of the most successful intramural programs was girls volleyball.

Tennis Tiths

The 5-1 women’s tennis team proved this season that the wom-

en’s individual sports at Ursinus can be equally successful as its team sports. The women’s tennis team should be even more consistent and stronger due to the new courts (2) and young team members. Gradu-

ating from this year’s team are Marilyn Cope, Joanne von Meister, and Carol Bennington.

A fall team is in the process of being organized for next year. This would enable the team to play approximately 4 or 5 matches along with a complete spring season.